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Many major organizations have
recognized JNF’s unique expertise and have extended partnership offers in order to collaborate
on major events. In recent years,
JNF has successfully joined forces with well-known entities like
Migdal Ohr, Save a Child’s Heart,
the Tel Aviv Foundation, the Israel Tennis Center, Leket Israel,
and others.

JNF Canada:
Building the
Foundations
for Israel’s
Future

Thanks to the collaborative efforts of dynamic Israeli institutions, JNF is able to significantly
augment its reach and capacity
for the benefit of the nation’s vulnerable populations. This includes victims of domestic abuse,
at-risk youth, children with special needs, new immigrants and
individuals living below the poverty line.

Founded in 1901, the Jewish National Fund is the world’s central
address for building Israel and
enhancing the quality of life for
all of her citizens.
With an organizational mission
rooted in afforestation, preserving natural habitats and safeguarding Israel’s water supply,
today JNF chiefly supports transformational social infrastructure
programs and projects impacting Israelis in every corner of the
country.

In this vein, by approaching JNF
with a proposal to collaborate
on our extraordinary 65th “Sapphire Jubilee” Negev Gala, Tel
Aviv University recognized the
vast potential that exists in uniting two powerhouse organizations.
JNF and Tel Aviv University—
working together to ensure that
state-of-the-art science continues to shape technological and
economic progress in Israel for
humanity’s benefit.

“And you
thought
JNF was
just trees!”

Taking guidance from the Jewish value of Tikkun Olam (healing the world), JNF endeavours
to create a more prosperous and
harmonious society by enhancing international food security
and by supporting cutting-edge
medical researchers.
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BARBARA SEAL, C.M.
2019 WOMAN OF THE YEAR!

Ms. Seal is the first woman to be honoured
at a Montreal Negev Gala in 22 years!
“THIS PROJECT
IS ABOUT
MORE THAN
GIVING BACK
TO ISRAEL.
TOGETHER,
WE ARE
WORKING
FOR THE
BETTERMENT
OF ALL OF
HUMANITY.”

A woman of action and a tireless advocate on behalf
of countless worthy causes, Barbara Seal, C.M. is
widely admired and appreciated for her illustrious
career in public and community spheres.

A past Vice-President in charge of the Canada Day
Celebrations for Québec, Ms. Seal holds the distinction of having been selected as one of 125 Canadian
volunteers to receive the Governor General’s Special
Edition Plaque. Ms. Seal has also been awarded the
In the wake of recent social developments where Commemorative Medal for the 125th Anniversary of
women of all backgrounds, from business, aca- Canadian Confederation and the Queen’s Golden Judemia, and the arts, have been proudly speaking bilee Medal.
their truths, we are privileged to salute our very
own Woman of the Year— Barbara Seal.
In appreciation for her devotion to community and
intercultural rapprochement, Ms. Seal has received
Our honouree has been extensively acknowledged the Médaille des Arts et Métiers from the Carrefor her many outstanding contributions in helping four des Communautés du Québec, the Golda Meir
to make our country a better place. In recogni- Award, Grande Dame of Montreal, the Jerusalem
tion of championing Canadian unity—particularly 3000 Medal, the Canadian Parks and Recreational
among the youth— Ms. Seal has received the Order Association Award, and the Canadian Cancer Sociof Canada, our nation’s highest civilian honour.
ety Award.
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The immediate past National President
of Canadian Friends of Tel Aviv University, Ms. Seal was bestowed an Honorary Doctorate and TAU’s President’s
Medal.
In 1997, our Honouree was appointed a
Canadian Citizenship Judge and served
in this capacity for more than a decade.
Although retired, Ms. Seal still enjoys
conducting major citizenship ceremonies and relishes opportunities to visit
schools and communities in the service
of enhancing Canadian patriotism.

As a Hampstead municipal councillor
for 22 years, Ms. Seal was responsible for
introducing innovative policies and programs, such as twinning the town with
the northern Israeli municipality of Kiryat Shmonah and the annual “Hampstead
Day”.
Ms. Seal is a past member of the Board
of Directors of Place des Arts, the Arts
Council of the Montreal Urban Community, Théâtre Espace Go and the National
Forum on climate change.
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She presently sits on the Board of the National Arts Center in Ottawa, the Segal
Center for Performing Arts, the Advisory
Board at the McGill School of Continuing Studies, and is a Governor of Tel Aviv
University.
Drawing inspiration from the Jewish value of Tikkun Olam (healing the world),
Ms. Seal endeavours to create a more harmonious society by partnering with JNF
to support cutting-edge medical science
at Tel Aviv University.

According to Ms. Seal: “This project is about
more than giving back to Israel—together,
we are working for the betterment of all of
humanity.”
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IN SUPPORT OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW
ABRAMOVICH BUILDING FOR NANOSCIENCE AND
NANOTECHNOLOGY AT TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY

A new, dedicated building for the Nano Center will soon be constructed. This building will galvanize
TAU’s nano research community, reinforce multidisciplinary research and technological innovation,
intensify industry collaboration and create new connections between the scientific world and society at
large. Specifically, the JNF Canada Floor (2nd Floor) will be home to seven laboratories and seven offices.

Tel Aviv is a world-leading city, the capital of big ideas that creates new thrilling horizons; a hub of the
Israeli Start-up economy and the home of Tel Aviv University (TAU).
In 60 years, TAU has become a top-tier university, ranking among the world’s best. TAU offers everything
you admire about Tel Aviv and Israel: forward-looking, open to the world, pluralistic, ingenuous, brave
and bold. TAU harnesses Tel Aviv’s energy and creative chutzpah. The result: its students and faculty
pursue out-of-the box thinking in all disciplines. No wonder TAU is the #1 choice among Israeli students
and employers, and its graduates rank 8th in the world for founding successful companies!
Established in 2000, TAU’s Center for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology is a pioneering force in Israel’s
nanotechnology revolution, and has not only become Israel’s “Chief Nano R&D Center”, but one of the
most important in the field at large.
As a multidisciplinary research Center, its scientists are committed to advancing society by engaging in
close and sustainable cooperation with industry and society.
To date, TAU’s Nanoscience and Technology Center comprises 90 research teams that have published
more than 1,700 scientific papers, registered 200 patents, and provided advanced services to over 35
industrial affiliates.
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THE BUILDING
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THE LOBBY
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Nanotechnology:
Changing the
World by
Fortifying
Israel’s
Economy

To that end, we invite you to join
JNF Canada in supporting the
development of TAU’s Abramovich Building for Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology’s second floor.
At just over 1,000 square meters
in size, the floor will be home to
seven laboratories and seven offices, including the “Laboratory
for Personalized Nanomedicine”.

Think better healthcare, faster and safer communications systems, a cleaner
environment, enhanced national security, smarter products and greater energy efficiency. Think nanotechnology!

Lab on Second Floor

At Tel Aviv University, major efforts
are now underway to construct the
Abramovich Building for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, which will
be Israel’s new home for nano R&D.
There, nanoscientists will be creating
game-changing devices and drugs to
directly impact and improve society, in
addition to fortifying Israel’s economy.
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Instead of treating diseases
or chronic pain with medicine, Professor Tal Dvir is
engineering smart biomaterials into technologies that
can regenerate diseased organs and body parts. This
will ultimately be used to
relieve the patient’s suffering
and to prolong life.

There, world-renowned researcher, Professor Dan
Peer Ph.D.— Chair of TAU’s
Cancer Biology Center and
SPARK Program Center for
Translational
Medicine—
focuses his groundbreaking
research on precision medicine. This includes investigating Leukocyte-implicated
diseases such as blood cancer, inflammatory bowel diseases (i.e. Crohn’s disease),
and viral infections affecting
immune cells such as HIV
and Ebola. Prof. Peer also
aims to develop novel therapeutic approaches to treat
aggressive and drug-resistant pancreatic, ovarian and
brain tumors.
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JNF NEGEV GALA

2019 SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Join us in ensuring that state-of-the-art
science continues to shape technological
and economic progress in Israel
to advance all of humanity.

The Presenting Sponsor will have a
unique opportunity to permanently link
their company name to this world
renowned nanoscience center.

• Recognition plaque at
project site and invitation
to special ceremony to
inaugurate building
• Prominent recognition on all
promotional materials
• 2 minute podium speech and
award presentation
• Special acknowledgement in
speech at Negev Gala
• Presenting sponsor banner
at cocktail and venue stage
• Special e-blast to announce
sponsor to JNF National list

• Prominent display of logo on
media wall
• Logo displayed on video
screens
• Program book full page ad
• Prominent recognition in
Thank You Ad
• Recognition at JNF’s Tech
Shuk Event +10 tickets
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$200,000
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PRESENTING

• 4 Tables of 10, preferred
seating

• Recognition Plaque
at project site
• Recognition on
promotional
materials

• Recognition Plaque
at project site

• Recognition on
all promotional
materials

• Acknowledgement
in speech at
Negev Gala

• Acknowledgement
in speech at Negev
Gala

• 2 Tables of 10

• 1 Table of 10,
Diamond seating

• 2 Tables of 10,
preferred seating

• Logo displayed on
video screens

• Logo displayed on
video screens

• Recognition on
media wall

• Program book
recognition

• Program book
half page ad and
recognition

• Logo displayed on
video screens

• Recognition in
Thank You Ad

• Program book
quarter page ad
and recognition

• 6 Tickets to JNF’s
Tech Shuk Event

• Recognition at
JNF’s Tech Shuk
Event + 8 tickets

$150,000

• Recognition in
Thank You Ad
• Recognition at
JNF’s Tech Shuk
Event +6 tickets

$100,000

• Recognition on
media wall

$75,000

• Recognition on
media wall
• Logo displayed on
video screens
• Program book
recognition
• Recognition in
Thank You Ad
• 6 Tickets to JNF’s
Tech Shuk Event

RUBY

• Recognition in
Thank You Ad

SAPPHIRE

• Recognition on
media wall

JUBILEE

• 3 Tables of 10,
preferred seating

• Special e-blast to
announce sponsor
to JNF National list

$50,000

• Recognition on
all promotional
materials
• 1 Table of 10,
Platinum seating

• Recognition on
all promotional
materials

• Recognition on
media wall

• 1 Table of 10, Gold
seating

• Logo displayed on
video screens

• Recognition on
media wall

• Program book
recognition

• Logo displayed on
video screens

• Recognition in
Thank You Ad

• Program book
recognition

• 4 Tickets to JNF’s
Tech Shuk Event

$36,000

$25,000

• 1 Table of 10, Silver
seating
• Recognition on
media wall
• Logo displayed on
video screens
• Program book
recognition

• Recognition in
Thank You Ad
• 4 Tickets to JNF’s
Tech Shuk Event

• Recognition on
all promotional
materials

• Recognition in
Thank You Ad
• 2 Tickets to JNF’s
Tech Shuk Event

$18,000

• Recognition on
all promotional
materials
• 1 Table of 10,
Bronze seating
• Recognition on
media wall
• Logo displayed on
video screens
• Program book
recognition
• Recognition in
Thank You Ad
• 2 Tickets to JNF’s
Tech Shuk Event

$10,000

BRONZE

• Prominent banner
at venue

• Recognition on
promotional
materials

SILVER

• Special
Acknowledgement
in speech at Negev
Gala

GOLD

• Special e-blast to
announce sponsor
to JNF National list

• Recognition Plaque
at project site

PLATINUM

• Prominent banner
at venue

• Recognition on
promotional
materials

DIAMOND

• Special
Acknowledgement
in speech at Negev
Gala

JNF NEGEV GALA

• Recognition
on website

• Recognition
on website

• Recognition
on website

• Recognition
on website

• Full tax
receipt issued

• Full tax
receipt issued

• Full tax
receipt issued

• Full tax
receipt issued

$1,000,000

$500,000

$250,000

$180,000

• Prominent
Recognition
on screen and
at Project Site
in Israel

• Prominent
Recognition
on screen and
at Project Site
in Israel

• Full tax
receipt issued

• Full tax
receipt issued

$100,000

$72,000

SPONSOR

• Sponsorship
of 10 student
leaders to
attend Negev
Gala

PATRON

• Sponsorship
of 10 student
leaders to
attend Negev
Gala

CHAI

• Sponsorship
of 10 student
leaders to
attend Negev
Gala

GOVERNOR

• Sponsorship
of 20 student
leaders to
attend Negev
Gala

BUILDER

• Prominent
Recognition
on screen and
at Project Site
in Israel

Major Donors to the Negev Campaign
will receive a full tax receipt and will
be recognized on-site at the Abramovich
Building for Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology.

• Recognition on
screen and at
Project Site in Israel

• Recognition on
screen and at
Project Site in Israel

• Recognition on
screen and at
Project Site in Israel

• Recognition on
screen and at
Project Site in Israel

• Recognition on
screen and at
Project Site in Israel

• Recognition on
screen and at
Project Site in Israel

• Full tax receipt
issued

• Full tax receipt
issued

• Full tax receipt
issued

• Full tax receipt
issued

• Full tax receipt
issued

• Full tax receipt
issued

PIONEER

• Prominent
Recognition
on screen and
at Project Site
in Israel

BENEFACTOR

CUSTODIAN

• Feature
Recognition
on screen and
at Project Site
in Israel

• Naming of a
building on
project site

GUARDIAN

TRUSTEE

• Feature
Recognition
on screen and
at Project Site
in Israel

INITIATOR

FOUNDER

2019 DONATION OPPORTUNITIES

$50,000

$36,000

$25,000

$18,000

$15,000

$10,000
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